Maximizing Space
Efficiency & Productivity
1-800-803-1083

Mobile Bulk Racks
Understanding how to be more efficient and productive with your company’s resources can drastically
increase bottom line profits.
Southwest Solutions Group® designs and installs
industrial material handling storage systems to optimize the flow of materials through your facility and
increase efficiency while decreasing waste. Our
dedicated team of professionals have been designing and installing innovative storage systems since
1969. Call us today 1-800-803-1083 to find out how
we can make your business more efficient.

Vertical Lift Module (VLM)

Vertical lifts make use of valuable overhead space
while optimizing productivity & inventory control. Reduces lost parts, stock outs, & surplus inventory.

Vertical Carousels

Vertical carousels are excellent for small part picking
operations. In most applications, productivity can be
increased by 60%. Inventory management is automated and dynamically updated with every pick/put.

By limiting aisle space, heavy duty mobile bulk rack
systems can either free up floor space or double your
current storage capacity.

Mezzanines

Add valuable space to your facility with a mezzanine
system. Strong enough to hold the heaviest loads and
flexible enough to relocate when needed.

High-Density Shelving

Stationary aisles take up as much as 60% of warehouse
floor space. Convert the wasted aisle space into either
more capacity or convert the space to revenue generating activity without sacrificing access to inventory.

Wire Partition Cages

Horizontal Carousels

This automated storage system will make your facility
more productive and space efficient. Shelves rotate
horizontally to bring parts to the operator, eliminating
travel time and reducing picking errors.

Protect your materials with modular wire partition security enclosures that require fewer parts to assemble
and are easy to install and relocate when needed.

Compact Pallet Racks

In-Plant Modular Office

Create office space without expanding the walls of
your facility. Save costs by only heating and air conditioning the office portion of your warehouse with an
in-plant modular office.

Compact pallet racks can cut your floor space in half
by mobilizing rows of pallets with the push of a button,
even remotely from a fork truck. Reduce floor space
dedicated to pallet storage without giving up 100%
accessibility.

Specialty Carousels

Since 1969
Specialty vertical carousels create automated storage
solutions for heavy or difficult to handle items such as
textiles, tires, wire spools, print cylinders, and more.

www.SouthwestSolutions.com

Our team of sales engineers, staff, and certified installation technicians are committed to serving your
business with excellence. Our promise is backed by 10
offices covering a 12-state region to provide continued
service and parts after your initial installation.

1-800-803-1083

info@southwestsolutions.com

